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DeWalt Electric Jobsite Cold Water 
Pressure Washer (13 Amp) (2,100 
MAX PSI at 1.2 GPM)

Read More

SKU:DWPW2100

Price:$269

Categories:DeWalt

Product Description

DeWalt Electric Jobsite Cold Water Pressure 
Washer (13 Amp) (2,100 MAX PSI at 1.2 GPM)
Power through outdoor cleaning jobs with the multi-use 2,100 MAX psi 1.2 gpm 13 Amp Electric Jobsite Cold 
Water Pressure Washer. For convenience and quick accessibility, this Pressure Washer was designed with 
internal storage capability so you can seamlessly stow and retrieve the included wand and nozzles. This durable 
unit has a high-strength frame for stacking and the self-contained, compact design makes the Pressure Washer 
3X smaller. The design also gives you the freedom to store the unit vertically or horizontally. Simply place the 
hose securely under the main handle of the unit for low-hassle storage and transport. Accessories include a turbo 
nozzle for up to 2.4X cleaning width, 15° nozzle, 40° nozzle, a soap nozzle with wand storage, and a built-in 
removable soap tank for projects that require detergent for a full clean. This tool delivers the versatility to clean 
tools and equipment, along with decks, siding, sidewalks, boats, outdoor furniture, and vehicles. The Corded 
Cold Water Pressure Washer can easily be transported to the jobsite or around the home, weighing 24 lbs. with 
multiple grab points for loading and unloading, wheels, and a retractable handle.

Features:

Take on a range of outdoor cleaning tasks with up to 2,100 psi* and 1.2 gpm
High-endurance frame for stacking: Maximize your space with the self-contained design that allows for 
vertical or horizontal storage
Simplified organization: Dedicated storage for on-board nozzle, hose, cord, and wand
Hassle-free mobility: Washer weighs only 24 lbs. for quick transport to the worksite with multiple grab 
points, retractable handle, and wheels
Clean with detergent by using the included soap bottle
Durability for long-term use: Withstands heavy-duty usage with 25 ft. kink-resistant hose
Clean surfaces up to 35 ft. away with power cord for long-range washing
Expert-tested and approved: Cleaning Equipment Trade Association (CETA) Certified

https://dcoutdoorsllc.com/shop/dewalt/dewalt-electric-jobsite-cold-water-pressure-washer-13-amp-2100-max-psi-at-1-2-gpm/
https://dcoutdoorsllc.com/product-category/dewalt/


Backed by a 3-year limited warranty: Work with confidence and peace-of-mind

Includes:

(1) DWPW2100 Pressure Washer
(1) Turbo Nozzle
(1) 15° Nozzle
(1) 40° Nozzle
(1) Soap Nozzle
(1) Wand
(1) 25 ft Hose


